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Software design impacts much of statistical analysis
and, as technology changes, dramatically so in recent
years, it is exciting to learn how statistical software
is adapting and changing. This leads to the collection
of papers published here, written by John Chambers,
Duncan Temple Lang, Michael Lawrence, Martin Mor-
gan, Yihui Xie, Heike Hofmann and Xiaoyue Cheng.

John Chambers has been at the forefront of advances
in computing for data analysis since the 1970s, and his
contributions have been recognized through the 1998
Association for Computing Machinery Software Sys-
tems Award. The award statement noted that the S sys-
tem “forever altered how people analyze, visualize, and
manipulate data” and remarked on the role of Cham-
bers’ “insight, taste, and effort” in establishing S as an
“elegant, widely accepted, and enduring software sys-
tem.” Chambers’ contribution to this symposium in-
cludes historical background and focuses on the joint
roles of object-oriented and functional programming
disciplines in fostering effective and extensible data
analysis environments.

Duncan Temple Lang is the creator of the Omega-
hat project [4] and a long-standing member of R core.
He has provided transformative energies and software
tools for data-analytic computing, emphasizing the
opportunities for interoperabilities among diverse com-
ponents [3]. Temple Lang’s contribution to this collec-
tion addresses the role of emerging compilation tech-
niques in the evolution of R. His paper centers on the
LLVM (formerly “Low-Level Virtual Machine”) com-
piler infrastructure as a basis for transformation of R
programs to highly performant and retargetable mod-
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ules. This work is demonstrated in two packages avail-
able through the Omegahat project. The first is Rllvm,
which connects R and LLVM infrastructures. The sec-
ond is RllvmCompile, which builds on top of Rllvm
to transform selected R idioms to LLVM-based inter-
mediate representations, and ultimately to highly opti-
mized platform-targeted modules. The strategy is illus-
trated in a number of practical examples.

Michael Lawrence and Martin Morgan are long-
standing core members of the Bioconductor project.
Their paper discusses software design for analysis and
visualization of genome-scale data, as practiced at Bio-
conductor [1]. We are in a biological revolution with
rapid advances occurring in our understanding of how
living organisms function. For the statistics commu-
nity R provides the golden standard for analysis: open
source, easy to contribute, hot-off-the-press methods,
high-level language, and good data plots. To analyze
genomic data in R requires data structures and algo-
rithms that accommodate its massive size and contex-
tual structure. Additions to the Bioconductor suite that
better facilitate genomic data analysis are described
conceptually and illustrated with examples using cur-
rently available R packages.

Yihui Xie and Xiaoyue Cheng are major contrib-
utors to the Rstudio system, providing highly acces-
sible and extensible methods for interactive graphics
and literate statistical computing [7]. Heike Hofmann
is Professor of Statistics at Iowa State University and
is a widely recognized pioneer in visual inference with
high-dimensional data [6, 2]. The paper by Xie, Hof-
mann and Cheng describes creating interactive graph-
ics with mutable objects in R. Although R has pre-
sented some especially important new ways to make
static plots of data, it was several steps back from
XLispStat [5] for interactive graphics. Rudimentary R
graphics are designed from an ancient pen on paper
model, which does not easily enable the event loop
hooks that are necessary to make plots interactive and
dynamic. Several new packages built on new infras-
tructures in R enable mutable objects, objects that can
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changed inside of functions. How these mutable ob-
jects are used to form the pipeline creating multiple
linked interactive graphics in the new cranvas package
is described by Xie, Hofmann and Cheng.

This collection of papers on statistical computing
and visualization methods is partly a product of in-
vited session 267 of the 2012 Joint Statistical Meet-
ings of the ASA, entitled “Contemporary Software
Design Strategies for Statistical Methodologists.” Sub-
sequently, related symposia on dynamic program-
ming languages for analysis of large data have been
sponsored by NSF; see https://www.cs.purdue.edu/
homes/jv/events/PBD13 and http://www.ws13.dynali.
org/talks.html.
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